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Abstract:

While Embedded Systems are small hardware systems, much added value is often created through the inclusion of specialized firmware. One specific challenge is the secure distribution and update of applicationspecific software. Using a Trusted Platform Module we implement measured firmware updates on a lowresource embedded micro-controller platform. We show that it is feasible to ensure both, confidentiality of the
update and authenticity of the device for which the update was intended. Furthermore a Trusted Boot mechanism enforces integrity checks during startup to detect malicious code before it is executed. While recent
literature focuses on high-performance micro-controller systems or FPGA platforms, our proof-of-concept
only requires an 8-bit low-cost off-the-shelf micro-controller.

1

INTRODUCTION

Embedded Systems take many forms, such as industrial control systems, network devices, sensor nodes,
and smart cards. Having become nearly ubiquitous,
the world Embedded Systems market exceeds 100 billion USD (Global Industry Analysts Inc., 2013) per
annum. Often, sensitive information is created, accessed, manipulated, stored, and communicated on
such Embedded Systems. Thus, security needs to be
considered throughout the design process (Ravi et al.,
2004), including hardware design and software deployment. This underlines the need for a secure distribution and installation of firmware both at manufacturing time and later when the platform has been
deployed.
A first, important requisite to ensure a secure
firmware life-cycle is to measure what code is deployed on the embedded system. In this paper we
focus on employing Trusted Computing (TC) mechanisms for building a cryptographically measured software execution chain on a very small sensor-node
class embedded system.
In Trusted Computing security is bootstrapped
from an extra, small dedicated piece of secure hardware, the Trusted Platform Module (TPM). The TPM
serves as a hardware root of trust, as it is a tamperresilient cryptographic chip, which in essence provides robust cryptographic algorithms including RSA

and SHA-1, a random number generator as well as
secure key storage (TCG, 2013a; Mueller, 2008).
This enables us to ensure integrity of application
specific code, as well as of the platform firmware. In
addition, our scheme ensures the confidentiality of the
firmware.
Our concept allows for instance integration into
an outsourced manufacturing process of the platform
where confidentiality of the Application, i.e. the code
that represents the Intellectual Property (IP) specific
to a field of application, is crucial. The TPM on each
manufactured device owns unique keys that allow targeted Application Updates which are cryptographically bound to one specific device. In such a setting, breaking the keys of one device will not open
the firmware of the whole series manufactured.
We demonstrate our architecture on a small,
micro-controller-class embedded system which includes a TPM. We implement a measured boot mechanism as well as a process for trusted firmware updates. Our proof-of-concept prototype is validated
against a concrete use case scenario. The presented
platform requires much less resources than related
work while still providing Common Criteria EAL-4
certified security mechanisms.
Related Work. In (Koopman, 2004), several security issues regarding embedded systems are highlighted. Hwang et al. introduce an approach of how to
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abstract embedded system security into multiple layers (Hwang et al., 2006). Papa et al. deal with the
correct placement of a hardware trust anchor in embedded systems (Papa et al., 2011). Feller et al. place
a TinyTPM implementation into an FPGA, which
comes with relatively low resource overhead (Feller
et al., 2011). Recent work demonstrated a TPM on
a relatively powerful Beagle-board securely booting
a Linux kernel (Larbig et al., 2013). In comparison, we use a low-resource, low-cost Atmel Xmega
micro-controller without off-the-shelf operating system. One threat orthogonal to the work presented in
this paper is the known susceptibility of many off-theshelf micro-controllers to side channel attacks (Kizhvatov, 2009).
Outline. The following section explains TPMs and
their integration into small embedded systems. Next
we discuss the used hardware platform followed by
a detailed description of the firmware architecture of
our implementation. Then we give a possible use case
scenario of how to secure firmware in a multi-party
manufacturing process. The final sections deal with
implementation details and summarize the achieved
results.

protected private keys. However, due to limited TPM
resources, keys have to be swapped out of the TPM
when not in use. On PCs this is achieved through a
number of complex support libraries, the TCG Software Stack. To protect these keys, a parent storage
key specified upon key creation is used to wrap the
private part of the child key when it is exported from
the TPM. At the top of the key hierarchy is the storage root key which is created when the device’s owner
initially sets up the TPM. Only after this procedure of
taking ownership, the full functionality of the TPM
is available. Clearing ownership is a non-reversible
mechanism to revoke all user-created keys. Keys are
assigned a user-supplied secret, which is used in several authentication protocols, and optionally a system
state that must be attained before using the key for
cryptographic operations.
Another key feature of the TPM is to record the
current system state. The TPM measures each software component as it is loaded, by cryptographically
hashing the component and storing the resulting measurement value in a specially-protected Platform Configuration Register (PCR). PCRs can only be written
to via the one-way extend operation. PCRs are reset
at device boot. For each measurement, a PCR with
index i, in state t is extended with input x by setting
PCRt+1
= SHA-1(PCRti ||x).
i

2

TRUSTED PLATFORM
MODULE

2.1 The TPM as Root-of-Trust
Trusted Computing as it exists today is defined by
the specifications of the Trusted Computing Group1
(TCG). A hardware component, the Trusted Platform
Module (TPM) (TCG, 2011), is integrated into commonly available PCs. So far, hundreds of millions of
platforms have been shipped. Similar to a smart card
a TPM features cryptographic primitives but is physically bound to its host platform. It contains a tamperresilient integrated circuit that implements public-key
cryptography, key generation, secure hashing, secure
storage, and random-number generation. Using these
components, the TPM can enforce security policies
on hierarchies of secret keys to protect the keys from
any remote (software) attacks. As hardware security modules, TPMs are intensely tested before they
get certified. Infineon, for instance, offers TCGcompliant TPMs with a security certification according to Common Criteria EAL-4.
A TPM can be used to perform cryptographic
signatures on user-provided data using hardware1 http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org
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PCRs can be used to exactly describe the software executed on a machine by following the transitive trust
model, in which each software component is responsible for measuring its successor before handing over
control. Each caller computes a hash value and extends a PCR with the result, before any subsequent executable code is allowed to run. In the case of Desktop
computers, this is done starting from the BIOS, covering boot loader, kernel, and system libraries etc., up
to application code.
Ultimately, a chain of trust is established in which
the exact configuration of the device is mapped to a
set of PCR values. If such a PCR configuration fulfills the given security or policy requirements, we refer to the system state as a trusted state. In the Quote
operation, the TPM signs these values together with
a supplied nonce, thus enabling more complex protocols such as Remote Attestation (Chen et al., 2006).
Here, a remote verifier can analyze the result and decide whether to trust the configuration for a given purpose or not.
The TPM can also bind data to a device by encrypting it with a non-migratable key. Such a key
cannot be extracted from the TPM’s protected storage
in plain nor can it be moved to another TPM. An extension to Binding is Sealing. Data may be sealed to a
specific set of values of the PCRs of a specific TPM.

MeasuredFirmwareDeploymentforEmbeddedMicrocontrollerPlatforms

Thus, access to the data can be restricted to a single
trusted state of the TPM’s host platform.

2.2 Integration in Small Embedded
Systems
When considering trusted embedded platforms we
have to distinguish two classes of platforms: The first
class of trusted embedded platforms, including many
industrial PC motherboards, is typically based on x86
compatible processors and includes a PC-style Southbridge controller which exposes an LPC bus interface.
On this class of trusted embedded platforms the TPM
is connected to the system using the LPC bus interface. Trusted embedded platforms in this category
can be treated exactly in the same manner as desktop
PC platforms without any loss of generality. Complex drivers and library infrastructures are available
for mainstream PC operating systems.
The following sections, however, focus on a second class of trusted embedded platforms, which do
not provide a standard LPC bus interface and thus
have to resort to alternative methods for connecting
to a TPM. Also, those platforms are typically more
resource restrained and require more efficient, tailor
made software implementations.
Recently, TPM vendors introduced chips offering
SPI or I2 C bus interfaces for the integration in embedded systems. We concentrate our discussion on
TPMs connected via an I2 C bus. This bus is supported
by virtually any embedded microprocessor or microcontroller of interest, either through dedicated hardware blocks or through software-emulation using general purpose input/output pins. The inter-IC (I2 C) bus
(NXP semiconductors, 2012) provides a simple bidirectional half-duplex 2-wire interface for communication between micro-controllers and other integrated
circuits (ICs). Data transfers are 8-bit oriented and
can reach speeds of up to 100 kbit/s in standard mode
or 400 kbit/s in fast mode. Higher transfer speeds up
to 5 Mbit/s can be achieved given that certain hardware constraints are met.
Physically the I2 C is implemented using a bidirectional clock line (SCL) and a bidirectional data line
(SDA). Both signal wires are implemented as opendrain outputs, which are pulled up to supply voltage
through a resistor. To drive a logic 0 on one of the
bus line, a device activates its output transistor to create a low impedance path between the bus line and
ground. A logic 1 can be driven on the bus lines if
all devices connected to the bus deactivate their output transistors, thus preventing a low impedance path
between the bus lines and ground. As a consequence
the values observed on the SDA and SCL bus lines

are determined by the logical AND of values driven
by all connected devices - the bus actually acts like a
large wired-AND gate.
Communication is always initiated by a master device, like a microprocessor, which provides the basic
clock signal on the SCL line. Slave devices, like for
example an EEPROM memory or a TPM, can stretch
the bus clock by driving driving a logic zero on the
SCL line. Each slave device on the I2 C has an 8-bit or
10-bit device address which can is used to uniquely
identify the device on that bus segment. The 10bit address format is designed to be compatible with
slave devices which understand 8-bit addresses only.
Currently no approved publicly available TCG
standard for TPMs with I2 C interface exists, although several vendors have recently started shipping I2 C-enabled TPMs. The TCG’s Embedded Systems Working Group works on a currently unreleased
draft for a I2 C TPM interface specification based on
the existing PC-centric TPM TIS (Trusted Computing
Group, 2011) specification. At the time of this writing
no final standard has been published yet.

3

HARDWARE PLATFORM

In an earlier paper (Pirker et al., 2012) we briefly
discussed how standard desktop TPMs with an LPC
bus interface can be integrated on embedded (ARM)
system platforms using customized FPGA hardware.
The platform discussed in (Pirker et al., 2012) is very
similar to many current smart-phones and tablets, and
resides on the powerful end of the embedded systems spectrum. In this paper we want to focus on
Trusted Computing for the opposite side of the embedded systems spectrum, smaller devices based on
standard-compliant off-the-shelf components, which,
apart from the Trusted Platform Module itself, do not
require any special purpose hardware like FPGAs, yet
offer cryptographic mechanisms which are tamper resilient.
This section now discusses the hardware details
of the “GUSTL” trusted embedded systems evaluation platform shown in Figure 1, which we use to
prototype the trusted firmware update mechanism discussed in this paper. The GUSTL hardware platform
has been developed by us, to specifically enable experimentation and research on small, low-resource,
trusted embedded system. GUSTL models a typical
low-resource embedded system, as it may be used for
embedded control and sensing applications. In contrast to other trusted embedded system research platforms, such as the Linux-based system discussed in
(Larbig et al., 2013) and the Android-based system
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discussed in (Pirker et al., 2012), we focus on small
platforms with hardware and software requirements
similar to embedded sensor nodes. Our trusted hardware platform can be used in stand-alone mode, or as
add-on system to a larger host platform.
The heart of the GUSTL evaluation platform is an
8-bit Atmel AVR micro-controller (ATxmega32A4U
(Atmel, 2012)) with a total 36K of on-chip flash memory for boot code (4K flash) and program code (32K
flash), 4K of on-chip static RAM and 1K of nonvolatile (EEPROM) data memory. The controller includes a rich set of on-chip peripherals, including
timers, several serial interface blocks (UART, I2C,
SPI), an USB device interface block, analog-to-digital
converters and digital-to-analog converters. Additionally the AVR controller provides instruction set extensions for fast (3)DES computation and a dedicated
AES-128 hardware cryptography accelerator.
The ATxmega32A4U micro-controller used on
the GUSTL platform is a RISC processor with a
Harvard-style memory system. Code and data memory is separated, and code memory can not be accessed using regular load and store instructions. Embedded firmware running on the controller uses special “Load from Program Memory” (LPM) and “Store
to Program Memory” (SPM) instructions to read from
and write to code memory. The LPM instruction is typically used by firmware to access constant data, such
as static calibration tables or product parameters. The
SPM instruction, enables in-system programming and
in-system updates of the code memory. Both instructions use a page-based addressing scheme with a flash
page size of 256 bytes.
Lock bits provide a certain level of code protection
for the boot-loader and application section of the flash
memory. Both flash sections can be independently
locked. Direct access to the program flash memory
via LPM and SPM instructions can be prohibited while
code execution is still allowed (Atmel, 2012). It is
for example possible to restrict use of the SPM to the
boot-loader section.
Apart from the AVR micro-controller, the GUSTL
hardware platform depicted in Figure 1 includes an
embedded Trusted Platform Module and an additional
EEPROM chip (Atmel ATSHA204) with security and
authentication features. For the experiment discussed
in this paper, we do not use the ATSHA204 EEPROM. The Trusted Platform Module used on the
GUSTL platform is an Infineon SLB 9635 engineering sample which implements TPM specification version 1.2 (TCG, 2011). It comes with an pre-installed
endorsement key and endorsement key (EK) certificate. The EK is unique for each Trusted Platform
Module and thus gives each GUSTL device a unique
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identity. Both chips are connected to the AVR microcontroller via an I2 C interface which is clocked at
100kHz.
During firmware update, configuration and diagnosis, it is necessary to connect the GUSTL platform
to an external host computer. In this case communication with the host computer is done over the USB device interface exposed by the AVR micro-controller.
Apart from a standard Mini-USB cable, no special
hardware is needed to connect the GUSTL platform
to a desktop PC or notebook computer. The Trusted
Firmware Update mechanism later in this paper uses
the USB interface to upload new parts of the firmware
to the GUSTL platform. For in-field operation, the
GUSTL platform does not depend on the USB interface, or the host platform. Depending on the loaded
firmware, the USB interface can be disconnected and
GUSTL can operate in standalone mode, without connection to any host system. In standalone mode, the
firmware loaded onto GUSTL’s micro-controller can
for example use the TPM to keep track of interesting
environmental events by measuring physical sensors
input into the TPM’s PCRs.
GUSTL is a cost-efficient platform designed
around a 3EUR micro-controller and some embedded TPM engineering samples, with parts (excluding
manufacturing costs of the printed circuit board itself)
summing up to less than 10EUR. Still, it offers strong
cryptographic mechanisms and demonstrates a high
level of efficiency in controlling TPMs.

4

ARCHITECTURE OF
FIRMWARE FOR TRUSTED
DEPLOYMENT

4.1 Firmware Architecture
We now present our software architecture for the
firmware which has been designed to allow the trusted
deployment, measurement and update of code to the
GUSTL embedded system. The firmware was developed during a bachelor thesis (Weiser, 2013).
Our firmware architecture consists of two parts,
which we call the Apploader and the Application. The
Apploader serves as a kind of boot-loader to receive,
decrypt, measure, update, verify and run an Application. The Application is the valuable part of the
firmware IP which needs to be protected. Encryption
ensures that the Application is never transmitted in
plain during the update process.
The Apploader is built on top of the Atmel Software Framework (ASF) (Atmel, 2013) as depicted in
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Figure 1: GUSTL Platform.

Figure 2. The ASF abstracts access to USB communication, AES cryptography unit, flash and EEPROM
and is provided by Atmel. The TPM driver connects
to the TPM via I2 C interface. Our scheme relies on a
TPM as trust anchor and secure environment for storing and transporting cryptographic key material. Our
scheme avoids use of asymmetric cryptography on the
main micro-controller of the target device. We rely on
the key hierarchies and the TPM’s binding primitive,
to securely transport firmware encryption and authentication keys to the target device.
Application
Apploader
TPM driver ASF
ASF
Figure 2: Firmware Layout.

being executed. These hashes are stored in PCR
registers via the TPM command TPM Extend (TCG,
2011). A PCR will only contain the expected value
if all previously measured code was trustworthy on
the one hand and executed in the correct order on the
other hand. Thus, a properly measured chain of trust
reflects the current execution state of the device in its
PCRs.

CRTM - Apploader

Application Update

4.2 Apploader
Run Application
The Apploader is the key security element in
firmware. It is responsible for building up a chain of
trust as intended by the TCG.
4.2.1 Core Root of Trust for Measurement
In TC, the Core Root of Trust for Measurement
(CRTM) is the entity responsible for reliably assessing
the device state. If an untrusted software is to be executed, the CRTM has to measure it first. This can be
done by simply hashing over the code’s binary. Then
this measurement can be checked to either allow or
decline software execution.
In the TCG concept of a so-called chain of trust
(TCG, 2013a) the CRTM is the trusted anchor from
which trust is extended to other software. Typically,
the CRTM is in the platform’s BIOS, respectively
firmware. Thus it is crucial to its trustworthiness that
the CRTM is protected from modification.
As previously outlined, the TPM’s PCRs allow
us to securely store measurements over the software

Figure 3: Chain of Trust.

Such a measurement can be done in several ways.
In our architecture, the Apploader hosts the CRTM
functionality and builds up the chain of trust. While
generalized approaches measure all peripherals for
presence and correct initialization (Hendricks and van
Doorn, 2004), we limit the measurement to a SHA-1
hash over the flash pages that are to be executed. The
Apploader starts measuring itself, then checks the Application against a reference measurement and finally
gives control to the Application as depicted in Figure
3. In case of Application Updates the reference measurement is updated to match the new Application.
This Trusted Boot mechanism thus ensures integrity
of the device. To protect the Apploader from modification the ATxmega boot lock bits (Atmel, 2012)
should be activated.
Furthermore the TPM allows to bind several keys
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to specific PCR values and thus a safe device state. It
is possible to restrict decryption of Application Update Pages if the Apploader was measured correctly.
4.2.2 Control Flow
The complete control flow from device reset to updating and running an Application can be seen in Figure 4. After hashing over itself the Apploader decides whether to continue or not. Although the Apploader must not be modifiable at all, this check is
good practice in order to detect bitflips in flash memory. Such bitflips occur especially in high-radiation
environments or may be induced by a skilled attacker
who wants to compromise the Apploader. After successful self-verification the Apploader offers an interface for updating and running an Application. Our
security architecture is therefore enabled through the
following three functionalities:
• run - Measure, verify and run Application
The complete Application flash is hashed and
checked against a reference hash stored in
EEPROM. Only if both hashes match, the Application is executed. Usually the Application does
not return to the Apploader. For the purpose of
simplicity our Demo-Application just returns an
integer value.
• update start - Initiate Application Update
This command receives a so-called Update
Header. This encrypted header contains the reference hash of the new Application as well as an
AES secret key used by the following update page
commands. After decrypting the Update Header
using TPM Unbind command (TCG, 2011) the
new hash and the AES key is stored in EEPROM
as depicted in Figure 4. Any subsequent attempt
to run the Application will fail until the correct
Application is loaded.
• update page - Update Application Page
A single Application Page is received and decrypted using the AES key stored in EEPROM.
Then this page is flashed to Application flash
memory. If the last page was flashed the AES key
is removed from EEPROM.

5

USE CASE SCENARIO

We now present a possible use case scenario where a
platform Vendor wants to protect his Application. The
Vendor can be seen as owner of the platform, in terms
of Trusted Computing. Manufacturing of the platform is outsourced to an external organization, possibly even in a foreign country for cost reasons. The
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Manufacturer assembles the devices and installs the
Application Updates but shall neither be able to read
the Application in plain nor duplicate one Application
Update. Furthermore no-one but the Vendor shall be
able to provide Application Updates for the platform.
A User later acquires one or more of the manufactured devices and operates them.
The security is based on the asymmetric RSA key,
which we call bkey . It is a non-migratable2 TPM binding key. This key is uniquely generated within the
TPM. During key creation bkey can be bound to a specific device state where the Apploader is known to
have loaded correctly. The public part of bkey is used
to encrypt the Application Update Header. The TPM
ensures that the private part of bkey never leaves the
TPM. Thus, only the TPM which created bkey is able
to decrypt the Application Update Header.
The platform Vendor dynamically generates an
Application Update Header for each device and encrypts it with the corresponding public TPM bkey .
Hence, the Vendor is able to restrict the number of
devices to the number of provided Application Updates. Figure 5 shows a possible scenario of how to
protect the Application in the manufacturing process
of the platform.
1. The Vendor initializes and takes ownership of
the unmounted TPM, creates bkey and exports the
public part of bkey for subsequent encryption of
Update Header.
2. The Vendor flashes the Apploader to the
unmounted micro-controller and initializes
EEPROM. Micro-controller and TPM can then
be shipped to the platform manufacturer.
3. The Manufacturer now assembles the platform.
During this process the Vendor may continue implementing the actual Application.
4. The Manufacturer requests the Application Update from the Vendor.
5. The Vendor now generates an Update Header containing an arbitrary Update AES key and AES initial vector as well as the Application reference
hash of the Update.
6. This Update Header is encrypted by the Vendor
using the public bkey . Thus it can only be decrypted by the corresponding TPM.
7. Using the AES key and IV generated in 5 the
Vendor now encrypts all Application Pages and
passes them together with the Update Header to
the Manufacturer.
2 Non-migratable

keys are assuredly created within the
TPM and are not allowed to be transferred to another TPM.
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Figure 4: Control Flow of the Apploader.
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13. Hash Application
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Figure 5: Scenario: Outsourced Manufacturing Process.

8. The Manufacturer now installs the Application
Update on GUSTL using the Apploader command
interface given in Section 4.2.2.
9. The Apploader decrypts the Update Header via
TPM and extracts the AES key, initial vector (IV)
and the new Application reference hash.
10. The AES key, IV and the new hash is stored in
EEPROM.
11. Now each Update Page is decrypted by the Ap-

ploader using the AES key and IV in EEPROM
and installed to Application flash memory.
12. A User powers up the GUSTL device.
13. The Apploader hashes over the installed Application.
14. If the measurements match the reference hash in
EEPROM the Apploader runs the Application.
The given scenario showed how a Vendor can effectively protect his Application Updates as well as
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the platform in an outsourced manufacturing process.
The Vendor has full control over how much and which
devices can install Application Updates. Using different keys for each device increases security of the
whole platform series manufactured. If keys of one
device get stolen, the remaining devices are unaffected. This prevents Break Once Run Everywhere
(BORE) attacks. In a slight generalization, the installation of the Application Update can be postponed
to the first activation of the device by the User, thus
preventing the manufacturer any contact with the (encrypted) Application code.

6

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The Application as well as the Apploader are placed
in the application section of the micro-controller
while routines for flashing must be located in the boot
section in order to work (Atmel, 2012). Currently, in
our prototype, the Apploader uses 30kB of the 32kB
application section because of debugging constants
and the USB communication driver (see Figure 6). It
should yet be possible to fit the Apploader entirely
into the boot section by optimizing code and moving
the USB driver to the Application3.
On the GUSTL platform, each flash-able page has
a size of 256 bytes. This size is also the size of the
Application Update Pages used by the trusted bootloader discussed in this paper.

0000h

Boot section
Application
Apploader

4kB
2kB
30kB

Figure 6: Flash Memory Layout.

Data memory is currently split up between Apploader and Application (see Figure 7). Both Apploader and Application share the same stack. Usually an Application, once started, does not return
to the caller (the Apploader). Knowing this, the
stack could be emptied after running the Application,
and the Application could be assigned additional Apploader data memory that is only used in the boot process.
In order to provide its functionality, the Application could access parts of the Apploader including the
TPM communication driver and the Atmel Software
Framework, for example. However, when assigning
additional data memory to the Application, care must
3 This has the advantage of making the USB driver upgradeable too. But then the update process could only be
carried out using the serial UART interface.
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be taken not to override the global memory space that
is associated to the reused Apploader routines.

0000h

Stack
Application
Apploader

512B
3.5kB

Figure 7: Data Memory Layout.

Note that it is recommended to read-protect parts
of the Apploader including the CRTM. This prevents
malicious Applications from accessing all Apploader
code. Being able to read the whole Apploader including the CRTM, an attacker can reconstruct the measurements which are merged into the PCRs. This
makes it easy to write a malicious Apploader that
fakes these measurements. Being able to fake the device state (PCR values) the attacker can then install
all Application Updates provided for his device. The
malicious Apploader can then be used to dump Application code for resell or reproduction. To avoid such
measurement replay attacks the ATxmega boot lock
bits (Atmel, 2012) should be configured in order to
protect Apploader code from read access.
Overall, in our proof-of-concept prototype we do
not depend on TCG specified software components.
The Apploader takes a total of 30, 488 [Bytes], while
the demo Application is only 60 [Bytes] in size. The
overall source code length is 3160 lines.

7

FUTURE WORK

A number of extensions can be proposed as future
work and research for the presented architecture. As
TPM implementations may, depending on the vendor,
offer considerable resilience against hardware attacks,
it is advisable to utilize TPM features as much as possible. One example is the storage of secrets and key
material in the non-volatile memory of the TPM, instead of using the ATxmega built-in EEPROM. As
an extra, access to this TPM nonvolatile storage can
be restricted to a device state (PCR value), representing for example that the Apploader has been loaded
correctly. An important feature is to encrypt the
on-board communication with the TPM. If the attacker is able to monitor the TPM communication,
this bus-encryption is crucial to enforce confidentiality of the Application Updates. The TPM therefore
provides the commands TPM EstablishTransport and
TPM ExecuteTransport (TCG, 2011). Building up
such transport sessions is resource-intensive when using RSA on version 1.2 TPMs. But it is open to TPM
vendors to also implement arbitrary ciphers like AES,
especially in next generation TPMs.
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Currently anyone in possession of the public bkey
can provide Application Updates, which is a known
weakness in TPM-based secret distribution (Toegl
et al., 2008). We recommended to share an additional authentication secret between the Vendor and
the TPM. The upcoming version 2.0 TPM will provide functionality for signature verification (TCG,
2013b), thus allowing the authentication of update
origins.

8

CONCLUSIONS

In section 3 we introduced “GUSTL” a novel embedded Trusted Computing hardware platform, intended
for use in research on low-resource trusted embedded
system. Our platform integrates a typical embedded
micro-controller, as it may be used in embedded control applications or sensor nodes, with a Trusted Platform Module. Our hardware platform complements
more powerful Linux- and Android-based trusted embedded systems, by providing a research platform for
Trusted Computing on small, low-resource embedded
systems.
Based on the hardware developed, we provided
a proof-of-concept implementation of embedded
trusted software to demonstrate that Trusted Computing mechanisms are possible and useful for assessing
firmware, even on systems with very little memory
and processing power. The use-case for this proofof-concept implementation is measured firmware update. In section 4 we show how to realize firmware
measurements based on Trusted Computing on a lowresource micro-controller platform. Moreover we discuss a trusted firmware update scheme, which effectively leverages the security and cryptography services of an embedded Trusted Platform Module, to
trustworthily distribute diversified firmware update
keys to individual target devices. Our firmware
update scheme only requires the embedded microcontroller to provide standard symmetric cipher and
hash primitives. Asymmetric cryptography primitives are solely handled by the TPM, and can be seen
as “black-box” from the microcontroller’s point of
view. We used the TPM to store measurements, and
to secure the device startup as well as updates of the
firmware. We showed that it is possible to not only
protect the intellectual property of the running Application but also the embedded platform itself from
unauthenticated Application Updates.
Based on the results we conclude that even very
small systems can already profit from current generation Trusted Platform Modules. The proposed
firmware distribution approach offers significant im-

provements for the protection of intellectual properties in industrial contexts. Trusted Computing features originally intended for PCs and servers are a
promising approach to small Embedded Systems.
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